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J'1-SURFACES WITH FLAT NORMAL CONNECTION

By LEOPOLD VERSTRAELEN

1. Introduction.

Let M be an n-dimensional submanifold in an (n+m)-dimensional Rieman
nian manifold M. Let f' and J7 be the covariant differentiations of M and
M respectively. Let X and Y be arbitrary tangent vector fields on M. Then
the second fundamental form h is given by

,. .PxY=PxX-th(~.1,_Y!":__ ._.... "
heX, Y) is a normal vector field on M and is symmetric on X and Y.
Let e be a normal vector field on M. We write

f'xe= - Ae(X) +Dxe,

where -Ae(X) and Dxe denote respectively the tangential and normal com
ponents of i7x,. Then

<Ae(X), Y>=<h(X, Y), e>,

where < , > denotes scalar product in 1\1. ~ is called the second funda
mental tensor w. r. t. e and D is called the normal connection of M in M.

Let eh e2, ••• , em be an orthonormal basis for the normal space of M in M.
Then the mean curvature vector H is given by

If there exists a function A on M such that

<heX, Y), H>=A<X, Y>,

then M is called a pseudo-umbilical submanifold. If the mean curvature vector
H vanishes identically, then M is called a minimal submanifold.

Let rP be a normal "lector field on M in M. Choose mutually orthogonal
unit normal vector fields rPx. rP2, •••, rPm on M such that
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Then the normal vector field
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is called the allied vector field of <p. In particular, a(H) is called the allied"
mean curuature vector field of M. If the allied mean curvaturevector a(H)
vanishes identically, then M is called an fJ-submanifold. ([2J, [3J) From the
definition it is easy to see that minimal submanifolds and pseudo-umbilical sub
manifolds are .p-submanifolds. Also it is clear that submanifolds whose first
normal space N has dimension ~1, in particular hypersurfaces, are fJ-submanif
olds (N is the orthogonal complement of {!; IA~=O} in the normal space of M
in M). There exist ,4-submanifolds which do not belong to the classes of sub-
manifolds mentioned above. In [2J examples of such .p-submanifolds are
given: e. g. a certain 4-dimensional submanifold of the Euclidean 7-sphere
S7( v'2) with radius v2, and the product submanifold MXM whereby M is.
a hypersurface of a Riemannian manifold such that the mean curvature vector
of M is nowhere zero and M has second fundamental form with constant
length. Regarding product submanifolds the following general result holds.

THEOREM A (B. -y. Chen [2J). Let Mi (i= 1, 2) be n,dimensional submani
folds of (ni+mi)-dimensional Riemannian manifolds Mi with nowhere zero
mean curuature vector Hi. Then the product manifold M1 XM2 is an .;J-subma
nifold of MiX1\{2 if and only if M l and M2 are fJ.-submanifolds of Ml ana
M2 respectively and the second fundamental tensors of Mi in Mi w. T. t. ni=

IZ:I satisfy TT(~12)=Tr(A1J22).

A submanifold M of Euclidean space Ek+l which is contained in a hyper-
sphere Sk of Ek+1 centered at the origin is called a spherical submanifold in
Eh1. Among all spherical submanifolds in Euclidean space, the tJ-submani
folds are characterized by the following.

THEOREM B (C. -so ~ouh [6J). A spherical submanifold M in Ek+l is an:.
IJ-submanifold of Ek+l if and only if M is pseudo-umbilical in Sk.

The curvature tensor KN associated with the normal connection D,

KN(X, Y) = [Dx, DyJ-D[x,y] ,

is called the normal curvature tensor of M. If KN vanlShes identically, then
M is said to have flat normal connection. It is well-known that the normal
connection of M in M is Hat if and only if there exist locally mutually ortho
gonal unit normal vector fields !;z, :I:E {I, 2, ..., m}, which are parallel in the
normal bundle (Dx!;x=O). The following results give characterizations for
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the flatness of the normal connection for submanifolds of conformally flat
spaces.

THEOREM C (B. -ye Chen [4J). A submanifold M has flat normal connection
in a conformally flat space M if and only if all second fundamental tensors A~

are simultaneously diagonalizable.

THEOREM D (B. -ye Chen & L. Verstraelen [5J). A surface M has flat
normal connection in a conformally flat space M if and only if M is umbilical
W. r. t. an (m-I) -dimensional normal subbundle.

An immediate consequence of Theorems C and D is given in the following-..

LEMMA. Let M be a surface in a conformally flat space M. If the normal
connection of M in M is flat, then dim N;2;.2.

The main purpose of this note is to show that among all surfaces with flat
normal connElctipJl i.v.. ~. oo»formally ... flat Jlpace, . the onlyl'J-surfaces are the
"trivial" ones. More precisely, we'll prove the following.

THEOREM. Let M he a surface with flat normal connection in a conformally
flat space M. Then M is an .f)-surface if and only if M is minimal or pseudo.,
-umbilical or dim N;2;.1-

As an application, we'll extend to .fJ-surfaces the following result regar
ding pseudo-umbilical surfaces.

THEOREM E (B. -ye Chen [lJ). Let M he a pseudo-umhilical surface with~

flat normal connection in a space form M. If M has constant mean curvature'
and constant Gauss curvature, then M is either flat or M is a totally umbilical
suhmanifold of M.

2. Preliminaries.

Throughout this paper we agree on the following ranges of indices: A, B,
CE {1,2, "', 2+m}; i, jE {1,2}; r, sE {3,4, "', 2+m}; T, sE {4, 5, "', 2+m}.

Let M be a surface in a (2+m)-dimensional Riemannian manifold M. We
choose a local field of orthonormal frames b= {eh e2, eg, "', e2+mJ in jJ such that,
restricted to M, the vectors el and e2 are tangent to M (and, consequently,
the vectors eg, •.0, e2+m are normal to M). Let {wI , w2, wg, "', w2+m} be the field
of dual frames w. r. t. the frame field choosen above. Then the structure
equations of M are given by

(1)
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(2) dWAB= ~ WAC!\WCB+DAB,
c

whereby DAB are curvature 2-forms of M. In particular, when Sf is a space
of constant sectional curvature e,

Restricting these forms to M, we have

(4)

By taking exterior differentiation of (4) and using Cartan's lemma, we may
write

(5)
i

The second fundamental form h, the second fundamental tensor A r w. r. t.
er and the mean curvature vector H of M in M are respectively given by

(6)

(7)

(8)

h=~ hi/wiwien
',i.j

Ar=[hiIJ,

H=l~ (hn
r+h22

r) er.2 r

3. Proof of Theorem.

Let M be a surface with flat normal connection in a conformally flat space
Sf. Then, by Theorem C, we can choose the vectors el and e2 such that all
second fundamental tensors Ar are diagonal, i. e. such that

(9) -h12
r =O.

Moreover, by Theorem D, we can choose the vectors er such that m-I of
them determine umbilical normal directions on M, i. e. such that

(10)

whereby I denotes the identity. The second fundamental tensors w. r. t.

(11) ~=e,.eosO+essinO, e= -erSinO+eseosO

are

(12) A.l'= (-rrSin()+rseosO)I.

Thus, by an appropriate rotation (11) of er and es, we can obtain orthonor
mal vectors ~ and ~.L such that
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(13) Ae=reI, A/=O.

Then it is clear that, by successive operations of this type, we can choose
a local field of orthonormal frames b= {et. e2, es, ••• , e2+m} such that the corre
sponding second fundamental forms are given by

(14) As=(O ~), A4=rI , A 5=···=A2+m=O.

(This proves the Lemma).

W. r. t. such frames, the mean curvature field of M is given by

_ a+f3
(15) H- 2 eS+re4'

Let M be an tJ-surface in M. In case the mean curvature

(16)

vanishes, then M is minimal and the Theorem holds. In case I-' '* 0, we put

(17) 7)= IZ, = ~[ a;f3 es+ re4], 7).L=;[-res+ a;f3 e4}

The second fundamental tensors of M w. r. t. the local field of orthonormal
frames b= {el, e2, 7), 7)1., es, ' .., e2+m} are

(18)

A =..l(a (a+,8) + 2r2 0) A
1J 21-' 0 f3(a+f3) +2r2 ' 1J.l

r(f3-a) (1 0)
21-' 0 -1 '

A 5=···=A2+m=0.

Thus, by definition, the allied mean curvature field a (H) of M is given by

(19)

From (18) we have

(20)

(21)

Consequently

(22)

A1JA1J1.= r(f3-a) (a(a+f3)+2r2 0 )
41-'2 0 -f3(a+f3) -2r2 ,

Tr(A~1J.L)=- r(a-f3)2(a+f3)
41-'2
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If r=O or a=f3, then we see from (18) that M is gecdesic w. r. t. the (m

-I)-dimensional normal subbundle spanned by 7J\ fE' ••• , e2fm, i. e. that H
'Spans the first normal space N of M. If a+f3=O, then we Eee from (14) and
(15) that M is umbilical w. r. t. H(=re4) , i. e. that M is pseudo-umbilical.

This completes the proof of the Theorem~

-4. An application.

Let M be a surface with dim N;;'1 in a space form M of curvature c.
Then M has flat normal connection and w. r. t. a suitable choosen local field
'Of orthonormal frames b we have

(23)

'Or equivalently

(24)

From (1), (2), (3) and (24) it follows that

(25)

(26)

(27)

dui=wi/\w/,

dW12= (c+af3)w2/\w1,

By exterior differentiation of the first two equations of (24) we find

(28)

From (23) and (26) the mean curvature f-l and the Gauss curvature G of M
.are respectively seen to be

(29) a+f3
2 ,G=c+af3.

Suppose f1 and G are both constant. Then, of course, a and f3 are both
constant, and (28) implies that (i) a=f3 or (H) dw1=dw2 =0. In case (i)
holds, then M is totally umbilical in M. If (ii) holds, then (25) shows
-.that wt2=0, which in its turn shows that actually G=O.

Together with Theorem E and the previous Theorem, we thus obtain the
following.

COROLLARY. Let M be an fJ-surface with flat normal connec1ion in a space
form M. If both the Gauss curvature and the mean curvature of M are constant.
then M is flat or M is totally umbilical in M.
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